Genetic replacement of the adenovirus shaft fiber reduces liver tropism in ovarian cancer gene therapy.
Approaches to alter the native tropism of adenoviruses (Ads) are beneficial to increase their efficacy and safety profile. Liver tropism is important with regard to potential clinical toxicity in humans. Ad5/3 chimeras in which the Ad5 knob is substituted by the Ad3 knob, such as Ad5/3luc1, have been recently shown to increase infectivity of ovarian cancer cell lines and primary tumor cells, which express low levels of the coxsackie-adenovirus receptor (CAR), without increasing infectivity of liver cells. A novel strategy to address the problem of liver uptake and improve the tumor/liver ratio is genetic replacement of the Ad fiber shaft. Ad5.Ad3.SH.luc1 is an Ad5-based vector that contains the fiber shaft from Ad serotype 3 but the fiber knob from Ad serotype 5. To compare tumor/liver of Ad5.Ad3.SH.luc1 and Ad5/3luc1 in vivo, we created three different tumor and treatment models of ovarian cancer in mice, simulating intraperitoneal and intravenous administration of tumors. Ad5.Ad3.SH.luc1 displayed the lowest liver tropism of all viruses in all models tested. Intravenous administration of all viruses resulted in higher tumor transduction rates compared to intraperitoneal administration. Genetic shortening of the Ad5 fiber shaft significantly increases relative tumor/liver gene transfer. This could improve the effective tumor dose and reduce side effects, thereby increasing the bioavailability of therapeutic agents.